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Wing Strength and Its Torsional Stiffness . . . A Practical Case By ALEX STROJNIK EAA 61006 2337 E. Manhattan Dr. Tempe, AZ 85282



After having successfully tested his newly completed wing to its limit bending load, the builder knows no violent pull-ups executed at gross weight are likely to overstress the wing - as long as the pilot stays under the aircraft Design Maneuvering Speed. The wing will stall before its elasticity is exhausted. Good. What now remains is the wing behavior at high speed. There is this Design Diving speed and, hidden somewhere around it, the danger of wing flutter. The fighting of wing flutter is complicated, however, the builder has followed the designer's instructions and has balanced his ailerons (or flaperons as the case may be). In order to feel really safe, the builder will want to perform just one more simple test - he will have to determine the torsional "stiffness," the resistance of the wing against twisting. At high speeds, the best aileron balancing helps but little if the wing is torsionally "soft." Based on theory and experience, FAA is suggesting a simple rule valid for light aircraft with conventional wings. The rule says that the critical flutter speed (V crit) depends on the so-called Torsional Flexibility Factor (F): V crit (in mph) = (200/F)1/2. The smaller this Torsional Flexibility Factor (F) the stiffer, more resistant against torsional loads is the wing and the higher is the expected critical flutter speed (V crit). This entire thing may appear complicated, but as we will see shortly, it is not. There is an excellent treatment of the wing torsional behavior in the August 1987 issue of SPORT AVIATION (page 61), and the reader is urged to reread it. The farther beyond the expected Design Diving Speed is the critical flutter speed, 50 JULY 1992



Figure 1 the safer the aircraft. builder," for what happens beyond Both little projects, wing bending those 100% at the proof loading is up to its limit (elastic) load and the mainly of interest to the designer. determination of the wing stiffness, An expensive project, yes; it makes will delay the time of the first flight the builder cry, yes; but, if executed for a day or two - but this will be a properly it will reward all concerned small price for the pilot who will with an enormous amount of inforKNOW that he is safe at all legal mation. The complete opening speeds. (autopsy) of the wing after the deNow and then, for example, be- struction can lead to discovery of fore a serious kit manufacturer weak spots, can point to unexpected begins selling his wares, or when strong structural details and it will FAA requires it for the Type Certifiinvariably pose many silent quescation, an extraordinary opportunity tions to the probing investigator. arises for the designer to test his Why those rivets fell off here, but not wing all the way to destruction. We there. Why did the skin buckle here say "the designer" and not "the and not there? Why it buckled in-



Inverted wing is mounted on a very stable support fixture. In the foreground 3,000 Ibs. wait to be "deployed."



elastically here and elastically there, contrary to our calculations. Even a small sportplane wing may fill hundreds of pages of observations, photos, comments and even question marks. This report describes the testing and the autopsy of the wing of a small sportplane (Figure 1). The wing was built in a mixed technology: the main spar of 2024-T3 angles and plywood web; ribs or 1/4 inch spruce and some nonstructural foam ribs; and skins of 3-ply premolded fiberglass. At the time of testing, the wing has been directly exposed to Arizona sun - and some rain - for more than 4 years. When first completed, its surface "waviness" of some 0.002", measured with the standardized gauge, placed it among the best sportplane wings in the USA and possibly in the world. Measured just before testing, the waviness was found to have deteriorated to about 0.006" - a testimony to the outstanding weather resistance of the 1/16" thick fiberglass skins. The reader interested in wing and flaperon dimensions and other details will find them in the article "Laminar Magic" (SPORT AVIATION, January 1990). With the aircraft weight of 284 lbs., including 3 gallons of fuel, as officially determined just minutes before the record flight, an additional 12 Ibs. for a full 5 gallon tank and a 200 lb. pilot, the gross weight amounted to 496 Ibs. Subtracting wing weight (70 Ibs.) and multiplying by the maneuvering load factor (FAA Utility Category) n = 4.4, one obtains a limit load of 1874.4 lbs., to be rounded off to 1880 Ibs. and the ultimate load of 2811.6 lbs., rounded off to 2820 Ibs. Forty 75 pound sandbags were acquired and part of them used to fill up the required number of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 50 pound double-walled paperbags. The article "Structural Testing of Homebuilts" (SPORT AVIATION, March 1992) suggests an elliptical lift (= load!) distribution for the given wing planform. By the way, all procedures and recommendations in that article were closely followed in the testing we're describing. Measuring sticks placed at both wingtips allowed an estimated reading accuracy of plus/minus 1/16 inch. Initial wing "settling" at approximately 10% of the limit load (Figure 2) was followed by standard steps up to 100%. Skin buckling, appearing above 80%, was marked and lettered with a felt pen for later analysis. Later it turned out that all buckling was elastic and it disap-
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WING TIP DEFLECTION IN INCHES



Only 4.5" deflection at the ultimate load? A designer's mistake? Read on for the answer.



Eventually, after intensively "pumping" wing ends up and down, the wing breaks at the point predicted in Figure 3. SPORT AVIATION 51
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AT THE WINGTIP



STANDARD WING LOADING



A foot wide slice of the wing on both sides of the breaking point has been sawed off and then cut into 3 pieces in order to closely examine the spar.



View from the back at the broken part of the main spar. The compression aluminum flange buckled (vertical arrows) the tension flange (horizontal arrow) held, but appears slightly displaced, while still connected to plywood web. 52 JULY 1992



peared upon unloading of the wing. An unexpectedly small wingtip deflection at 1 00%, less than 4.5", caused some concern as calculations predicted higher deflections at this state. The load/deflection line, joining median values of left and right readings, shown in Figure 2, is almost a perfectly straight line. It should indicate the beginning of the transition of the aluminum spar from the elastic region into the inelastic, but it does not. As a consequence, the permanent set is almost nonexistent, too. Upon the unloading of the wing, the permanent deflection was of the same order as the reading accuracy (1/16"). The spar had been designed for the aluminum to approach the yield point when the wing reached the limit load. Were the 2024 angles better than specifications? Were mistakes made during the spar calculations? In view of the excellent behavior of the wing at 100% limit load, it was decided to carefully keep increasing the load in 10% steps. Surely the yield point should be passed any moment now and the aluminum angles transition into the inelastic (plastic) regime. After all, at the ultimate load (= 150%) anything may happen, including the breakdown of the wing. Unfortunately (or, rather, fortunately), nothing happened. As the load kept approaching its "ultimate" value and the wing was theoretically expected to show signs of an approaching breakdown, its deflections still kept increasing at its modest rate. You could almost feel the wing quietly smiling to itself. Breakdown? What breakdown? At 150%, when the wing was, according to calculations, expected to indicate an imminent destruction, its load/deflection curve (Figure 2) just barely began to bend. Obviously, the time had come to do some thinking. After trying several complicated theories, the eventually accepted and simple explanation is that what has been tested was not the strength of the main aluminum spar, but the combined bending resistance of both the spar and the fiberglass shell produced by the skins. Originally, the skins were selected for their outstanding stability and smoothness - their torsional strength being much higher than required and their possible participation in the bending process never anticipated. As indicated in this test, the designer may in the future invite properly sized skins to participate in the bending process, as long as they are safely bonded to each other and



View from the front at the broken part of the spar. Action of a violent shearing force (= the influence of the additional load at the tip?). The damage in plywood web extends directly into the "tension" flange at the top of the picture.



to the rest of the structure (spars, ribs). This, of course, is an established procedure in the aircraft industry, especially when aluminum
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Torsional Stiffness



Figure 4
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skins are riveted to aluminum spars. The homebuilt designer should, however, insist that this kind of wing be tested to the limit load and not



just calculated. Although the diagram (Figure 2) shows an outstanding strength of the wing, the original goal, the bending until destruction, had not been achieved and the space over the wing did not promise to accept more load. In order to forcefully break the wing, two men (203 and 235 Ibs.) lowered themselves on the wingtips. Now, it should be pointed out (Figure 3) that a single force, acting at the wingtip, produces an entirely different picture of bending moments along the wing semispan than the aerodynamic lift does. For a spar, dimensioned to resist bending moments created by lift, the bending moment produced by that wingtip force can be very critical. At approximately one-half of the wing semispan, wingtip force produces a much higher bending moment than the spar would expect from the lift. A vertical double arrow indicates this situation. As a happy coincidence, a third disinterested party appeared to witness what was about to happen when those additional 438 Ibs. were lowered on the wingtips. Nothing happened. Wingtips went down another inch or so, but the wing just kept smiling to itself. Finally, using the wing's natural frequency (about 1 Hz - with almost 3,000 Ibs!) and "pumping" the wingtips up and down towards higher and higher amplitudes, the wing finally broke on the side of the stronger "swinger" at a position indicated by the vertical double arrow on Figure 3. About a 1 ft. wide part of the wing on both sides of the break was cut out of the wing and examined. The compression aluminum angle buckled, as expected; the tension angle held. A violent shearing force made itself noticeable within the plywood web.
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